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INTRODUCTION 
The importance of bicharacteristics in studying the singularities of solu- 
tions of linear differential equations has been recognized since the very 
early stage of the theory. (See Hadamard [4] and Courant-Hilbert [ 11, 
for example.) Later Leray [ 173 made it manifest also in the complex 
analytic case, and Hijrmander [S] made full use of bicharacteristics in 
studying the existence of solutions. Furthermore, the belief that each 
bicharacteristic strip should be an immediate constituent of solutions 
gradually spread with the appearance of these pioneering works and the 
interesting observations by GruSin [3] and Zerner [21, 221. Finally, this 
belief was clearly visualized with the advent of microfunctions (Kawai 
[9, lo], Hiirmander [6, 71, Duistermaat-HGrmander [2]. Sato-Kawai- 
Kashiwara [IS]). However, such a belief is tied up with the “softness” of 
generalized functions (such as distributions and hyperfunctions ) and 
relying solely on bicharacteristics in the complex-analytic case easily leads 
to errors. As a typical example of such errors, we mention a claim of Kiro 
[ 1.51 to the effect that the bicharacteristical convexity suffices to guarantee 
the semi-global existence of holomorphic solutions. ([ 15, Corollary of 
Theorem 3.51. Although it is titled as Theorem. no proof is given in [lS].) 
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As is clear from the interesting and intriguing result of Suzuki [ 191 for 
equations of first order, the above mentioned claim of Kiro is erroneous. 
(See also Section 3 below.) 
As a matter of fact. we need to take account of the (non-)pseudo- 
convexity of some manifold given through the foliation structure deter- 
mined by the bicharacteristic flows. besides the bicharacteristical convexity. 
in order to discuss the global existence of holomorphic solutions, as was 
proved by Suzuki [ 191 for equations of first order. The purpose of this 
article is to generalize. with due modifications. the result of Suzuki to the 
case of higher order equations. 
I. PRELIMWARIES 
1.1. Let us first list some notions and notations to be frequently 
used in this article. 
( 1.1.1 ) For a complex number c’, 7. Re C, and Im c respectively 
denote its complex conjugate, its real part, and its imaginary part. We 
always use i to denote the imaginary unit V’ ‘5. 
(1.12) For an open subset t: of C”. T*C: denotes the cotangent 
bundle of L: deleted its zero-section TT I:, that is, ?*C:= :(z, <)E T*I:; 
<#Cl). 
(1.1.3) F;or a linear differential operator P(:, DT) with holomorphic 
coefficients defined on 1:. its principal symbol is denoted by p(:, l). 
Further, we use the abbreviated notations P”~(z. c) and p(,,(:, c) to denote 
(“II( Z, L )/?<, and C:p( Z, c);!?:, (j = I. ._.. II ), respectively. 
(1.1.4) L.et P be the operator in (1.1.3), and suppose that 
grad:p(:, c) ( =($“(I. <). . . ..p”‘)(., i;))) is different from 0 on (II~ 
( ,I’(:, c) =U) for an open subset (1) of T*C’. Then, for a point (zU, ;,,) in 
I!)fT (p(z,<j=Oi. the bicharacteristic strip emanating from the point 
(z(,. i,,) is, by definition, the integral curve ((~(t; zI,. co), ;( t; zr,, ;,,))I in CO 
of the following differential equations: 
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Its projection to the base manifold U is called the bicharacteristic curve of 
P passing through (z~, co), and it is denoted by h ,=,,, ;,,,. 
Remark 1.1.1. As we fix an operator P(z, D,) in what follows, we 
usually omit “of P.” We sometimes use the abbreviated symbol 
{(Z(Z), i(t))) or (z(t)}. when there is no fear of confusion. 
Remark 1.1.2. If P is of first order, then the bicharacteristic curve 
hk,. Co) is, actually, independent of co. This is why the cotangent vectors do 
not appear explicitly in Suzuki [19]. 
( 1.1 S) For a real analytic function cp(c, 5) defined on U c C”, ?,cp, 
ii,cp, &p, and c’,akcp respectively denote &p/S:,, C:cp/Ek, grad;cp, and 
&p/ a:, a:, 
Remark 1 .1.3. We usually use the symbol cp(-l) to denote cp(;, 5), if 
there is no fear of confusion. We will also use a slightly loose notation 
d,cp(:,), etc., to denote the value of a,cp(c) at c=zO. 
1.2. Let a be a point in C)” and U an open neighborhood of u. Let 
cp(:, 5) be a strictly plurisubharmonic real analytic function defined on U 
and suppose that q(a) = 0. Suppose further that acp never vanishes on U. 
Let S and Q respectively denote {Z E U; cp(:) = 01 and (2 E U; q(z) < 0). 
The sheaf Cp ~ on 5’ of “boundary values of holomorphic functions defined 
on Q” is defined as follows: 
For a point z in S, the germ of Cc’ at : is given by 
(1.2.1 ) 
where W ranges over a fundamental system of Stein neighborhoods of I 
in @“. 
DEFINITION 1.2.1. For a point z,, in S and a linear differential operator 
P(:, D,) with holomorphic coefficients defined on U, we say the equation 
Pu = f is semi-globally solvable near z0 (with respect to S) if 
is surjective. 
1.3. The theory of boundary value problems for elliptic systems 
(Kashiwara-Kawai [8]) combined with a result of Sato-Kawaii 
Kashiwara [ 18, Chap. III, Section 2.1, Theorem 2.1.1, and Section 2.3, 
Theorem 2.3.61 tells us that the semi-global solvability in the sense of 
Definition 1.2.1 can be guaranteed if one of following two conditions 
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(NC),,, the non-characteristic condition, and (Pos I,,,, the positivity condi- 
tion. is satisfied: 
WC),,,p(=,, i-y(:,,))#O. 
(Po~),,~The Hermitian form QJ~)=C,~,,,:~,,,, I q,./,(~,,)T,f~ is 
strictly positive-definite on 
T=(T,, . . . . T,,+ ,)E@ 
where q,,k(~o) is determined by p and cp in the following manner: 
q,./;(=,,) = ?,i;, y(-“1, for i. h- = 1, . . . . n 
(1.3.1 ) 
q,.,,+ It-01 = P,,h h(4)) 
+ i p’i’(-,l. ?cp(~,,)) i,?,y(z,,). for j= I. . . . . !I. (1.32) 
k=l 
Y ,,+I,,(-,,)=4,.,1+,(r,). 
4,1+ ,,,r+ I(-o):= 1 P”‘(-0. Scp(:o)) 
I < ,.A s ,I 
for i= 1. . . . . /I (1.3.3) 
Xp(~-(,, Py(:“)) ?,i;,cp(~,,). ( 1.3.4 ) 
Remark 1.31. If there is no need to specify the dependence of the 
conditions on the point zO explicitly, we will sometimes use the abbreviated 
symbols (NC) and (Pos). 
Remark 1.32. Suppose that p(;, <) has the form r(:, i)’ for a positive 
integer 1 and a holomorphic function r.(z, <) that is a homogeneous polyno- 
mial in 5. Then we may use Y(I, i) instead of p(:, i) in defining the condi- 
tion (Pas),,. In a word, an operator with constant multiplicity can be 
equally handled. Actually this is one of the basic results in [ 18, Chap. II]. 
However, for the sake of simplicity of notations, we will solely deal with 
operators with simple characteristics (i.e., I = 1 ) in this article. We only 
note that all the results in this article hold even if we replace p(r, <) by 
r( Z, <) consistently. 
See [8, 16, and 143 for the derivation of the semi-global solvability from 
the positivity condition (Pas);,,. Here we only note the following fact: 
The Hermitian form Q_,(T) is, essentially speaking, the generalized Levi 
form [ 18, Chap. III, Section 2.3, Definition 2.3.11 associated with the 
tangential system on S induced from the following system IN. 
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Here we regard .I’/ as a system of equations in (Re z, Im :)-variables. See 
[ 16, 141 for details. See also [S. 201 and references cited there. 
Rem& 1.3.3. Let Q be a relatively compact pseudo-convex open 
subset of C”. Let cp be a real-valued real analytic function defined on a 
neighborhood U of the closure [Q] of 52. Suppose that R has the form 
iz E 0’; cp(z, :) < 0) and suppose further that ?cp never vanishes on the 
boundary of Q. Let P(:, D=) be a linear differential operator with 
holomorphic coefficients defined on /I. Suppose that either (NC ),,, or 
(Pos),,, holds at every point :(, in the boundary of Q. Then it is known 
[ 12, Theorem 1] that dim, H’(Q; .I/‘) is finite, where ,M denotes the 
holomorphic solution sheaf of the equation Pzr = 0. i.e., :/ = Ker( (’ +” fl’). 
Further, if Q can be smoothly contracted to a point 3, where P is not 
degenerate, with either condition (NC) or condition (Pos) being satisfied in 
the course of contraction. then H ‘(a: .U’) actually vanishes. To be more 
precise, let us suppose 
cp(r)3cp(:,) holds for any z in C’. 
n (TE u; q?(z)< t) ={:I ). r>u?l-,l 
hp(~)#O on irE U;=#-, j, 
H-1, i) is not identically zero, 
(1.3.5) 
(1.3.6) 
(1.3.7) 
(1.3.8) 
and 
either (NC), or (Pos), is satisfied for any : #z, in U. (1.3.9) 
Then H ‘(Q; .V) vanishes [ 13, Corollary of Theorem 21 
1.4. In our subsequent reasoning, we repeatedly encounter some 
particular combinations of p”)(zO, 2~( zO)), ?j$r cp( I,,), etc. Hence we intro- 
duce the following symbols to simplify our presentation. 
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h-l 
for ,i= I, . . . . II. (1.4.3) 
-t 1 p'h'(:,). c'cp(-,,I) ;,i,cp(:,,), for i = 1. . . . . II. ( I .4.4) 
h-l 
5(:,,)=m2(-,,)2- l/j(r,,)i2. (1.4.5) 
Rmurk I .4.1. The functions Y,,,~ + , (z,,) and y,, + ,.,, + , (z,,) introduced in 
Section 1.3 are just ).,(:,,I and r(z(,), respectively. This is the first evidence 
that shows the utility of these symbols. 
Rmu~k 1.4.7. If there is no fear of confusion. X, (r(,). etc.. will be 
abbreviated to (Y,, etc. 
Rrnzark 1.4.3. Although some particular combinations of these symbols 
are independent of the choice of a local coordinate system, each of them is 
not so. However, these symbols shall appear only in the course of com- 
putations performed on a fixed coordinate system. This is why we do not 
mind their dependence on the coordinate system. 
2. BICHARACTERISTICAL CONVEXITY AND THE POSITIVITY CONDITION (Pos) 
2.0. The purpose of this section is to study the relationship 
between the geometry of bicharacteristics and the positivity condition 
introduced in Section 1.3. 
2.1. Let us consider the problem in the setting of Section 1.2. Let 
us first introduce the following sets S,, Q,,. and C, for a real number E: 
s,= ;:EC’;qJ(z)=i:;. (2.1.1 ) 
c, = [=ES,;p(:,icp(:))=o). (2.1.3) 
Recall that ikp never vanishes on c’ by the assumption. Let us further 
suppose that S, is simple characteristic with respect to P for any c. that is. 
grad; p(z, <)I ,=, ;,- (z,c‘,,,(-,, never vanishes on (i 
ifp(:, +I(_-)) =O. (2.1.4) 
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2.2. For a point z[, in C,:, Euler’s identity implies 
i +P(=o)P(-0, Wr,)) =o, (2.2.1) 
,= I 
showing that the bicharacteristic curve h,,,I.i,,Z,,,, is tangent to S, at ro. In 
view of our experiences in discussing the global existence of real analytic 
solutions [ 1 I], we will now seek for a condition that guarantees that 
h,:,,. AJJo(.,,)) does not penetrate into LI,, at least in a tiny neighborhood of z,,. 
Since h.,,, ,lly?(z,,l, is a complex-one-dimensional curve, let us introduce the 
polar coordinate (Y, 4) of the complex parameter t that describes the 
bicharacteristic curve, i.e., t = ye’@, and suppose 
?‘(p(z( t; -0, A&,))) 
?r’ 
>o for any real 4, (2.2.2) 
r-O 
where ~(1; zo, &JI(z~~)) is a solution of the equations given in ( 1.1.4) with 
io = ?cp(:, ). 
It is obvious that (2.2.2) guarantees that no part of h~Zo.~V,Zoj, intersects 
with Q,, n (u for a sufficiently small open neighborhood Q of Zig. Thus we 
are led to the following 
DEFINITION 2.2.1. The domain Q, is said to be bicharacteristically 
convex with respect to P at zO in C,: if (2.2.2) holds. 
Remark 2.2.2. Although it might be more appropriate to say “strictly 
bicharacteristically convex,” we have decided to omit “strictly” as we are 
concerned only with the second order tangency in this article. We will 
usually omit “wi+h respect to P,” as we will deal with a fixed operator P 
in what follows. 
The evidence that the geometric condition (2.2.2) is closely related to the 
condition (Pas),, is clearly visualized by Proposition 2.2.3 below, whose 
proof shall be given in the next subsection. 
PROPOSITION 2.2.3. Let z. he a point in C, and suppose that (Pos) is 
satisfied at z,,. Then (2.2.2) holds. 
Note, however, that (2.2.2) does not guarantee ( Pos)=~ in general. See the 
example in Section 3. 
2.3. Although our later reasoning (Sections 2.14 and 2.15) may be 
used to prove Proposition 2.2.3. we will prove it in a more direct manner. 
We believe the proof given below is instructive and has its own interest. 
First, let us note the following 
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LEMMA 2.3.1. 
The proof of this lemma is straightforward, and here we do not present the 
detailed calculations based on ( 1.1.4). See also [ 15, Section 31. 
Using the symbols introduced in Section 1.4, we can rewrite (2.3.1 ) as 
fo1lows: 
i%(=(t; =o. iicp(:,,))) 
&2 = 2(~(~o) + Re[e”@‘p(zo)] ). (2.3.2) 
r=O 
NOW, let us prove Proposition 2.2.3. Let us calculate the Hermitian form 
Qz,,(so) for to = (P”‘(--~, &,o(z~)), . . . . . . . p”“(zo, ?q(z,,)), e “m). Note that ru 
thus chosen satisfies 
(2.3.3) 
by (2.2.1). Furthermore, a straightforward calculation shows that Q_,,( T,)) 
coincides with the right-hand side of (2.3.1). Hence ( Pos)=,~ trivially entails 
for any d. This finishes the proof of Proposition 2.23. 
2.4. From now on, let us suppose the following: 
The point a in Section 1.2 belongs to C, and that Q 
= Sz, is bicharacteristically convex at u. (2.4.1 ) 
Since it follows from (2.3.2) that the bicharacteristical convexity of R, at zrI 
in C, is equivalent to 
x(=0) - lB(~,,,I > 0, (2.4.2) 
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we may assume the following condition (2.4.3 ). by choosing C; sufficiently 
small if necessary. 
B, is bicharacteristically convex at any z,, in C, (2.4.3 ) 
Now we have the following 
LEMMA 2.4.1. Under the assuttzptiotz (2.4.3), C, is a non-singular .suh- 
tmmijdd qf’ real codittzerwion 3 of U !f C, n U # 4. 
Rrttmk 2.4.2. What we really need in proving Lemma 2.4.1 is weaker 
than the bicharacteristical convexity of Q, at u; as will become evident 
from the reasoning in what follows. C, is non-singular at I,, if 
4~~~) # lB(:o)l, i.e.. &:,,I #O. 
2.5. In order to prove Lemma 2.4.1, let us note the following 
sublemmas. 
SUBLEMMA 2.5.1. Let ,f’( z, F) be a cornpies-1~aluL~d red unul~~tic ,fiutctiott 
&fitird ott ati opt sthwt U of‘ C”, arid let V denote the .srt 
(: E U;f(r, F) = 0 i. Let :(, be a point in V, untd .suppox~ thut 
(If’($) =c~‘dc’f(z,,) (2.51) 
twver holds .for an), real tmttdx~r 4. Then I’ is u non-singular red attal~~tic~ 
suhtnan~fold qf U ,tYth reul codittietisioti 2 iti a mall tieighhorhood c?f’ z,,. 
SUBLEMMA 25.2. Let ,f; C’. unci z,, be those in the preceding .sublettttt~a. 
Let r he u cottiples one-ditnetisiotial non-singular holottiorphic ~urue pmsing 
through zO, and let ~1 = (11, , . . . . F,,) be a tangent vector of’ r ut z(,. Suppose 
thuf 
i ry’4?,.f(zc,) + i ly+ i;,,f‘(q,) = 0 (2.5.2) 
/=I /=I 
tlever holds ,for UHJ~ real nutttber 4. Then V ad r are tratmersul ut zo. 
Sublemma 2.5.1 is almost self-evident. To prove Sublemma 2.5.2, it 
suffices to note that the assumption implies lIei is not tangent to 1’ at I,,. 
The detailed proof is left to the reader. 
2.6. Proof’ qf’ Lentma 2.4.1. Let us choose p(z, ($(z)) as,f’(z, 5) in 
Sublemma 2.5.1. Set V= {z E U;f‘(;, Z) = 0) and let z. be a point in V. We 
shall use Sublemma 2.5.1 to show that I; is non-singular at z,,. First let us 
note that ?, f(z,,)=~u,(z,,) and c,,f(z,,)=~,(;,,) hold in the notation of 
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Section 1.4. Now, suppose that there were some real number d satisfying 
(2.5.1 ) for the above function ,I: Then we would find 
This contradicts (3.43. Therefore Sublemma 2.5.1 guarantees that P- is a 
non-singular submanifold of real codimension 2 in a neighborhood of z,,. 
Next let us verify that I’ and the bicharacteristic curve h,,,,;,p,r,,,, are 
transversal at zo. assuming that z,, belongs to C, = S, n C’. Since h,,,,. c117,r,)), 
is tangent to S, at z,,, this finishes the proof of Lemma 2.4.1. To verify the 
transversaiity of E’ and h,;(,, (‘.p,zo,j. let us note that the following equality 
holds for any real number 4: 
i p”il-(), c’cp(-,,)I L”d”j,,f’(-,,) + i p”‘(q), icp(:,,)) C’” ?,,f‘(q,) 
,=I i- 1 
= 6’ ‘“(c?‘“[l(z,,) t %(I,,)). (3.61 ) 
Again it follows from (7.42) that the right-hand side of (2.61 ) is different 
from 0. Hence Sublemma 2.52 shows the required transversality. 
2.7. For an open subset W’ of CT, let us define c,( U’), a kind of the 
bicharacteristic hull of C,. as follows: 
?, ( IV) = I 117 E IV; there exists a point z in C’, for 
which w lies on h,=, ;~r,IIi i. (2.7.1) 
Then, in parallel with Lemma 2.4.1 we find the following 
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Pro@: Let F denote the germ at (a, 0)~ C,, x @ of the map from 
UrC,, x @ to @” defined by the bicharacteristic curve, i.e., 
u C,,x@+C:” 
i: UJ UJ 
(5, 1) + z(t; 2, &p(Z)) (2.7.2) 
Since C,: is non-singular by Lemma 2.4.1, F is well defined and real 
analytic. Further, as we have verified in Section 2.6, [ZC U; 
P(=, acp(=)) = 0) and ~~u,~~p(o,l are transversal at a. Hence the intersection of 
the tangent space at u of C, and that of h~U,,~~,oj, consists only of the zero- 
vector. Therefore the rank of the differential dF of F at (a, 0) is 2n - 1 over 
R. This implies that F defines a germ of non-singular real hypersurface at 
a as its image. Q.E.D. 
In what follows, we choose W as U, and use the symbol c:, to denote 
DEFINITION 2.7.2. 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.7.1 
LEMMA 2.7.3. The set 5; is an open subset of [J, and its boundary 
(in U) is 2;,. 
2.8. We are now ready to state our main result. Its proof is given 
in Sections 2.1 l-2.15. 
THEOREM 2.8.1. Let a, U, cp, and l2 be those given in Section 1.2, and 
suppose that they, together u)ith the operator P, satisjj the condition (2.4.1). 
Let H be a comples-analytic non-singular hypersurfnce passing through a, 
and suppose that the bicharacteristic curve bCll,3qp(u,, of P emanating from 
(a, &p(a)) is transversal to H. Then the condition (Pos) is satisfied at a {f 
and only if e ~ n H is strong/y pseudo-convex at a. 
Remark 2.8.2. By the strong pseudo-convexity of ? - n H at a. we 
mean that there exist an open neighborhood o of a and a real-valued real 
analytic function li/ defined on w n H which satisfies 
?nwnH=( E~‘Eo~H,~~/(~~‘)<O) (2.8.1 ) 
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and whose Levi form L,,(a) ( CJ E C” ’ ) at u restricted to 
[GE @” ‘; (grad$,a)=O) is strictly positive-definite. Note that 
Lemma 2.7.3 combined with the transversality assumption on H and 
htd. ic,o(ol) implies that the boundary of 5; n H in C/J is a non-singular real 
hypersurface. 
Although this phrasing of the condition is somewhat ambiguous when 
II = 2, our proof will explicitly show (cf. (215.3)) that (Pos), always holds 
in our setting. To make this fact manifest, we present this fact in the form 
of a proposition below. Incidentally, we note that the conditions on (P. (p ) 
in the theorem necessarily imply that II 3 2. 
PROPOSITION 2.8.3. Suppose that (I, l;, cp, Q, P, urzd H me the same as 
those in Theorem 2.8.1. Suppose thut tl = 2. Then (Pos),, uhl~~~s holds. hl 
other wmi!~, the hicharacteristicil comesif!, at u is equi?afeni to (Pos), if 
H = 2. 
2.9. When the operator P in question is of first order, Suzuki [19] 
has given a complete description of the conditions which guarantee the 
global existence of holomorphic solutions of the equation Pu =,f: In his for- 
mulation a central role is played by a space X/P obtained by contracting 
each bicharacteristic curve of P on X to a point. One can easily find that 
the bicharacteristical convexity guarantees the manifold property of X/P in 
a neighborhood of the point in question, and that the set 5; n H in 
Theorem 2.8.1 locally gives a concrete representative of the space X,/P. 
Theorem 2.8.1 thus generalizes the semi-global version of Suzuki’s interest- 
ing result to the case of higher order operators, supposing the second order 
tangency of the bicharacteristic curves and the boundary of the domain in 
question. 
2.10. The strategy of our proof of Theorem 2.8.1 is to find out a 
function $ which satisfies (2.8.1 ) and whose Levi-form can be related to the 
Hermitian form QJr) (r E Cti + ’ I introduced in Section 1.3. We divide the 
proof into several steps, and it will be completed in Section 2.15. 
2.11. To construct the required function $, let us first choose a 
holomorphic local coordinate system (t,, . . . . Z,,) on a small neighborhood 
W of a so that {Z= 0). is the point a and that iEn = 01 coincides with 
Wn H. For the sake of simplicity of notations, we shall denote E simply by 
2 in what follows. Note that the transversality assumption entails 
p’“‘(0, &p(O)) # 0. (2.11.1 ) 
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Hence, by choosing W sufficiently small, we may suppose 
p”“(3, ?cp(:)) #O (2.11.2) 
for every z in IV. Let )I‘ = (II‘, , . . . . II‘,, , , 0) be a point in Wn H, and let 
U=(O,....,O,,) denote a point in G= (O~~“;/(il-c?y,(O)l<(,I (0~~61). 
Let [ (z( t; ii’, 0). <(t; II‘, 0)) ). denote the bicharacteristic strip emanating 
from (ii’, 0). Let H” denote ( \tvl , . . . . )t’,, 1 ), and set 
.i;,t f. 11.‘. fl) = p(z(r, I\‘, fl), r’q(r(t. II’, 0))). (211.3) 
j;,(t, 11.‘. 11) = <,,(t, 11’, 8) ~ ?,,cp(:(t. 1%‘. U)) for p = I. . . . . II. (2.11.4) 
In a later subsection (Section 2.13) we will show that the simultaneous 
equations 
,f;.( t, w’, 8) = 0, I’ = 0, . . . . I? (211.5) 
can be converted to the form 
(f> U)= (T(d), O(d)) (211.6) 
in a neighborhood of (t, \v’, 0) = (0,O. ?~(a)), where T( M,‘) and O( it,‘) are 
real analytic in (w’, I?‘), but not necessarily holomorphic in II.‘. Once we 
find (2.11.6), then we set 
I)( 11,‘) = cp(z( T( w’); (N”, O), O(d))). (2.11.7) 
2.12. Before proving the equivalence of (2.11.5) and (2.11.6). let us 
study some simple implication of the above conversion. It follows from the 
definition of r( w’) and O( M,‘), (( I(.‘, O), O(W’)) and (z( i-( lt.‘); (vi.‘, 0), O( w’)), 
?cp(z( r( w’); ( )v’, 0), O( his’)))) belong to the same bicharacteristic strip of P. 
Note that the simple characteristic assumption on P entails that no two 
different bicharacteristic strips intersect mutually. Furthermore I( T( \i”); 
(w’,O), O(w’)) belongs to C,,,,,., with ~(11.‘) = cp(z( T(w’); (~7’. 0), O(u~‘))). 
This means that 11.’ belongs to C?,( W) if )v’ is sufficiently close to the 
origin so that (iv’, 0) belongs to W. Therefore the function $ defined by 
(2.11.7) satisfies (2.8.1 ) if w is chosen sufficiently close to the origin. The 
calculation of the Levi-form of $ shall be given in later sections. 
(Sections 2.14 and 2.15. ) 
2.13. Let us now prove that we can find a unique solution (t. 0) = 
(T( $v’), O(M~‘)) of Eq. (2.11.5). To dc so, we will first calculate the following 
Jacobian matrix J evaluated at (t. )I.‘, 0) = (0, 0, (‘v(O)). In what follows the 
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evaluation of some function. say j; at this point shall be indicated by the 
symbol ,fl k 
J= (2.13.1) 
Now, the following relations are immediate consequences of the defini- 
tion of bicharacteristic strips: 
3 
?t )’ 
= p”‘(0, ?cp(O)L j= 1, . ..( II. 
?- 
2=() 
(?i ’ 
,j= 1, . . . . iI. 
c’i, 
?t ) = -P(,,(O. &do)), j= 1, . . . . tl. 
7,7 
(c’=O 
Ff ’ i = 1, . . . . t7. 
for j, I = 1, . . . . Iz. 
?i, 
;io, ,=,, 
= (S,.,, the Kronecker S, forj, I= 1. . . . . II. 
z, 
re, ,=(,=O 
(2.13.2) 
(2.13.3) 
(2.13.4) 
(2.13.5) 
(2.13.6) 
(2.13.7) 
(2.13.8) 
Using these relations, we can easily calculate each component of J. For 
example. 
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4fo 
ai y= 
1 
I < ,. k c ?I Y  
= 1 p’“(o, ~~o(o))p’k’(o, +(o)) &&,d”) 
l$/,k<n 
= cc(O). 
df" 
ae, y 
=o for I= I, . . . . n (by (2.13.6)), 
k=l 
= -Lj(o) for j = 1, . ..? n, 
and so on. Thus we find 
.I = I. (2.13.9) 
Since it follows from the assumption of bicharacteristical convexity that 
z(O)‘- Ij?(O)(* > 0 (Section 2.4), we find J is a non-singular matrix. Hence 
the implicit function theorem guarantees that Eq. (2.11.5) can be converted 
to Eq. (2.11.6) in a small neighborhood of (t, w’, 0) = (0, 0, acp(O)). 
2.14. Let us calculate the Levi-form L,(a) (a~ CnP’) of the func- 
tion $ at 0, that is, the Hermitian form 
(2.14.1) 
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considered with the constraint 
(214.2) 
In order to avoid possible confusion, we will keep the notation ?$/&x,. etc., 
in what follows, that is, the symbol ?,cp. etc.. always refer to the differentia- 
tion in :-variables. 
First, we note the following relations, which immediately follow from 
the Kronecker 6, 
for j = 1, . . . . 12 and k = 1, .,,, n - 1. 
for ,j= 1, . . . . II and li = 1, . . . . II - 1. 
for j= 1, . . . . n and li = 1, . . . . n - 1 
(2.14.3) 
(2.14.4) 
(2.14.5) 
Furthermore, it follows from these relations and (2.13.2)~(2.13.8) that 
for j = 1, . . . . lr and k = 1, . . . . n - 1 
&/ 
MO, ,=,I = pqo, &p(O)) for ,j, 1 = 1, . . . . II. 
d’z, =o for j, I= 1, . . . . n and k= 1, 
Fu’,dO, ,=(I 
2, 
’ -J 
=o for j, I, I’ = 1. . . . . II. 
. . . . 
(2.14.6) 
(2.14.7) 
(2.14.8) 
n- 1. (2.14.9) 
(2.14.10) 
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Every second derivative of z, ( 1 < j d n) containing 
the differentiation with respect to i, tik or 0, (2.14.11) 
(1<k~~z-l,1~l~n)isequaltozerofort=0. 
Using (2.13.2))(2.13.8) and (2.14.3))(2.14.11) together, we obtain the 
following equality (2.14.12). There, and in what follows, we abbreviate 
pcN’(O, &p(O)), etc., to p’&“. etc. 
&TX iiw, h’, ?k, 1 
for j, k = 1, . . . . n - 1. (2.14.12) 
Applying Euler’s identity to (2.14.12) and then using ~(0, c?cp(O)) = 0, we 
find 
- - 
~(0)=i,F,(o+lh~+“,~+),~+~~~ 
I I I 
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(2.14.13) 
Here IYI denotes the order of the operator P. 
Let us next evaluate the derivatives of T(Iv’) and O(M~‘) at the origin. 
Eq. (2. I 1.5 ) imply 
The right-hand side of (2.14.14) is easily calculated by making use of 
(2.14.3)-(2.14.5), and we find 
=‘(i.,,k.,, -?,?,cp. -:,i’,cp .,,,, -?,,?,cp) for li = 1, ,,., n - 1 
(2.14.15) 
Since &O)=a(O)‘- jfl(O)l’= -det J is different from 0 as stated in 
Section 2.13, it follows from (2.13.9), (2.14.14), and (214.15) that 
g(0)=;(lj+Kk), k = 1, . ..) II - 1. 
~(o)=f/flKi-lilL k = 1, . . . . n - 1, 
(2.14.16) 
(2.14.17) 
- 
~(o)=i,~!c”+i,~lo)+tiI~(o, 
I, !. h 
for I= 1, . . . . tz and k= 1, . ..) tz- 1, (214.18 
- - 
Z(O)= 
A 
?&p+i,~(o)+r;,~(o) 
h h 
for I= 1, . . . . II and k= 1, . . . . II- 1. (214.19 
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Hence, in particular, we find 
PCk,, k=l,..., n-1 (2.14.20) 
and 
i pE&o, k = 1, . ..) II - I. 
/=I 
(2.14.21 ) 
Taking these relations into account, we obtain from (2.14.13) 
for j,k= 1, . . . . n- 1. (2.14.22) 
On the other hand, as for the constraint (2.14.2), we find 
forj= 1, . . . . n- 1 by (2.13.2))(2.13.8) and (2.14.3)-(2.14.5). Since 
by Euler’s identiLy, we obtain (a$/&~,)(O) = ?,cp(O). Hence the constraint 
(2.14.2) takes the following form: 
n-1 
1 c?,cp(o)~o,=o. (2.14.23) 
/=l 
2.15. Let us now try to find the relation between the Hermitian 
form Q,,(r) [a=0 in the current coordinate system] and the Levi-form 
L,,(a) of $ at 0. As stated in Section 1.3, Qo(s)=C,~,,k~.+l~,,k(0)~,Sk is 
given as follows: 
9,,k(O) = ~,&a) for .j, k = 1, . . . . n. 
9 ,,,+,(O)=~,+,.,(O)=~i(O) for ,j = 1, . . . . n. 
q,,+ l.n+ I(O) = ao). 
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NOW we transform 7 = ‘(7,) . . . . 7,, + , ) into CJ = ‘((or , . . . . CJ,, + ,) in such a way 
that 
where 
Then, by a straightforward calculation, we find that Q”(7) is transformed 
into the form C l~,.x$,l+l 4:,x(o) a,Cx defined in the following manner: 
1 
q:.*-(O)=d,~~citiO)+g(-“~,~“-“i,L,+~~,i;+pj:,h.-) 
for j,k= 1, . . . . II- 1. 
&JO) = 41.?,. 1 (o)=q:,.,(o)=~:,+,.,(o)=o 
for .j= 1, . . . . II- I. 
d.,(O) = d+ l.,li ,(O) = 3. 
9:l,,i+1to)=q:l+,.,,t01=a. 
Note that 
holds for j, k = 1, . . . . II - 1 by the result (2.14.22) in Section 2.14. Hence we 
obtain 
Q,(7 I= &,(a,. . . . . o,z ~, ) + ao,, CJ,,+, ), (2.15.3) 
where B(o,, O, + 1) is a Hermitian form of (u,,, o,, + , ) defined by 
ma,, > cn + I )=rl~,,I’+2Re(P~,,a,,,)+rla,,+,I~. (2.154) 
This form B(a,,, o‘,~ + I ) is positive definite, because the assumption of 
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bicharacteristical convexity implies ~(0) > Ifi 3 0. Moreover, using 
(2.2.1), we find that the constraint 
i c~,cp(O) t, = 0 (2.15.5) 
,=I 
of &(t) is transformed under (2.151 ) and (2.15.2) into 
y ?,q(O) 0, = 0. 
,= I 
This is nothing but the constraint (2.14.23) for L,(o, , . . . . g,, I ). Therefore 
(2.15.3) shows that Q,,(r) with the constraint (2.15.5) is positive-definite if 
and only if L,,(V) with the constraint (2.14.23) is positive-definite. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2.8.1 at long last. 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
3.0. In this section we will present an example of a domain in @’ 
that is bicharacteristically convex with respect to an operator P but that 
does not satisfy the pseudo-convexity condition in Theorem 2.8.1. 
3.1. Suppose that a linear differential operator P, a real-valued real 
analytic function cp and a relatively compact pseudo-convex open subset of 
c3 are given as follows. 
cp= (:,I’+ 1:,1’s (r,/2-p’, 
52,=~==(,,,,,,13)Ec3;(p(-)<o). 
Here p is a positive constant. In this case C, is given by C,, = k’n S,, where 
so= {dc13;(P(z)=O), 
and 
v= f~E@‘;p(x?cp(,))=O) 
= ~zE@3;~,+:2~,=0). 
Now let us verify that Sz, is bicharacteristically convex with respect to P 
for any p. 
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Note that S,cp(z) = f,, ?,?l,cp(r) = 6,,,, the Kronecker 6, and ?,i,q(:) = 0 
for j, k = 1, 2, 3. Hence the symbols introduced in Section 1.4 are easily 
calculated, and we lind 
x(z)= lZ?12$ 1, (3.1.1) 
/?(:,=O. (3.12) 
ti,(:)=Z>* K,(Z) = 0. h.?(l)= I. (3.1.3) 
E,(z) = X3(z) = 0, Al(z) = 5,. (3.1.41 
Since Z(I) - I/?(z)1 = 1 + lz2 I2 > 0, the bicharacteristical convexity of a,, 
follows from (2.42) for any p. 
3.2. Next let us calculate the Hermitian form Q,,(r) at the point 
cr=(p.O,O) in C,,. There Qo(7)=~~~,,~~J~,,i((~)?,i~ takes the form 
(3.21) 
with the constraint x;=, ?,~(a) r, = pr, = 0. i.e., r, =O. Hence the 
Hermitian form Q,(r) restricted to I T, = 0 i is strictly positive-definite or 
not according as p < 1 or not. 
3.3. Now, Theorem 28.1 combined with the result in Section 3.2 
tells us that ? n H is not strongly pseudo-convex at (I for some complex- 
analytic non-singular hypersurface H. We will check this fact by an explicit 
calculation, hoping that it will help the reader’s understanding. 
The change of variables 
transforms P into ?/&,. It also transforms LIO and V into 
d, = 1 II’ E a)‘; [ tt’ , + 11’2 1t’3 I2 + 1 \I’? I 2 + 1 Hj I z < (2 ) 
and 
respectively. Further the point a corresponds to ii = (p. 0.0). 
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Now we take [ H’~ = 0 ). as H. In this case the bicharacteristic curves of P 
are complex lines parallel to the Ml,-axis. Furthermore each bicharacteristic 
curve intersects p at one and only one point, i.e., at (K,, , IV,, w~(M’, , )c?)), 
where 
Hence it follows from the definition that ? ~ n H takes the following form: 
t? n H= {(M 13 +)Ec; JM’] $M.~Wj(W,. M.J2 
+ Iw(‘+ ~IVj(H’,, ‘Cz)(‘qJ’) 
Setting 
we find the following relations by a straightforward calculation: 
It is then clear that the strict positive-definiteness of the Levi form L,,,, oJ~) 
(a=(fl,, c2) EC’) of ti at (p, 0) with the constraint (@?/&v,) (p, 0) 0, + 
(S$/C?W,) (p, 0) o2 = 0 also depends on whether p is smaller than 1 or not. 
That is, 2; n H is strongly pseudo-convex at (p, 0) if p < 1, and not 
strongly pseudo-convex at (p, 0) if p 3 1. 
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